Corporate Solutions from EBSCO
EBSCO Corporate Solutions provides
premium content and resources
to help employees advance their
research and make informed decisions.
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Proprietary Databases

Corporate research requires
reliable and trustworthy
resources. EBSCO’s proprietary
databases cover industries from
engineering to biotechnology
to competitive intelligence.
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Proprietary Databases
Applied Science & Technology Source™ Ultimate Find full
text of leading journals that cover applied sciences and
computing disciplines from acoustics to robotics to
nuclear engineering.
Engineering Source™ Support engineering professionals
and researchers with a full-text database covering
biomedical, civil, electrical, mechanical, environmental
and software engineering.
MEDLINE® Ultimate Try the ideal full-text database for
biomedical and health professionals, covering an extensive
range of subjects including biomedicine, pre-clinical
science, health policy development and more.
STM Source™ Drive innovation with the most complete fulltext database designed specifically for R&D teams, product
managers and engineers, covering agriculture, energy,
biotechnology, manufacturing and more.
Biotechnology Source™ Gain the competitive edge in your
industry with access to thousands of full-text journals, as
well as leading industry publications for biotechnology
and pharmaceutical research.
Business Source® Corporate Plus Support your company’s
business research with this customizable full-text database
offering essential information from business magazines,
journals and trade publications from top publishers.
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Expert Subject Databases

EBSCO partners with top organizations
across disciplines whose experts in the
field curate and classify the most
relevant material for researchers.
Get targeted results with links to
related content in your collection.
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Expert Subject Databases
NEW: FSTA® with Full Text This full-text database covers
scientific and technological literature relating to food, drink
and nutrition and is managed by scientists within IFIS, a
not-for-profit organization committed to learning.
NEW: CAB Abstracts® with Full Text This full-text database
of leading journals covers agriculture, the environment,
veterinary sciences, applied economics, leisure/tourism,
and nutrition.
Inspec® Created by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology, this database provides abstracts and indexing to
the world’s scientific and technical papers in physics, electrical
engineering, electronics and more.
BIOSIS Previews® Produced by the Web of Science Group,
this database covers pre-clinical and experimental research,
methods and instrumentation, animal studies and more.

Related Databases: AGRICOLA™| CAB Abstracts® | EconLit™ with Full
Text | GeoRef | Global Health |Health and Psychosocial Instruments
(HaPI) | MathSciNet® | Mental Measurements Yearbook™ with Tests
in Print Internacional | PEP Archive™ | APA PsycArticles® | APA
PsycBooks® | APA PsycExtra®| APA PsycInfo® | APA PsycTests® | APA
PsycTherapy® | Social Work Abstracts™ | International Pharmaceutical
Abstracts| Petroleum Abstracts TULSA Database | Polymer Library
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Soft Skills Development

Building soft skills and
strengthening leadership
and management skills
are essential for seasoned
employees as well as those
just entering the workforce.
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Soft Skills Development
Accel5® helps employees develop critical soft skills in 5
minutes or less. Book summaries, videos and articles from
top business thinkers help employees keep up with the
latest business trends and accelerate their careers. The
content seamlessly integrates into your company’s learning
management system through Competency Mapping.
Resources from HBR Press offer hundreds of bestselling Harvard Business Review e-books including
the HBR Must Read series.
Business Book Summaries include text and audio
summaries of thousands of business books offering
best practices that can be acted upon immediately.
Videos are presented by the top minds in business,
including authors, professors, executives and
entrepreneurs and cover decision making, leadership
and more.
New Learning Paths are available for employees to
focus on specific soft skill-building areas, which align
with your company’s instructional requirements.
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Software as a Service

The SaaS products for research
are designed to bring together
the best in content, technology
and user experience to transform
the way research gets done.
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Software as a Service
EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) With EDS, your
employees can use a single search box to surface
content from all your e-resources, anticipating the
user’s information needs and delivering the right
content quickly.
Stacks Build and customize a highly intuitive portal.
Stacks increases usage of professional development
and research content by allowing users to search
all your resources at once, including subscription
services, content you create, open content and more.
OpenAthens Authentication Utilize secure single
sign-on technology to simplify access to your
organization’s electronic resources. Users get access
to all your digital content, whenever they want and
wherever they are.
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E-Books and Journals

These resources are the perfect
complement to EBSCO Corporate
Solutions databases – providing
users with the full spectrum of
corporate research content.
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E-Books and Journals
EBSCO eBooks™ Choose from a wide variety of e-books
with topics ranging from marketing, finance, supply chain
management and entrepreneurship, to career growth,
personal development, communication and networking. Our
growing collection of DRM-free e-books offer a flexible, easyto-use experience with no sign-in required; no restrictions on
printing, saving or downloading; and no limits on compatible
devices or apps.
Flipster® Digital Magazines Business magazines are a reliable
source of news and information. Access more than 1,300
popular magazines including top picks like TIME, Bloomberg
Businessweek and Fast Company. Flipster also offers stressreducing adult coloring books that employees will find
relaxing and enjoyable.
Journal Subscription Services EBSCO provides subscription
management services for e-journals, e-packages and
magazines with 385,000+ titles from 128,000+ publishers
worldwide. EBSCONET® Subscription Management allows title
selection, ordering, e-access, activation, claims, renewals
and evaluation within a single platform.
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Health Care Solutions

EBSCO offers health care solutions.
These solutions are designed to
enhance clinical decision support,
aid in clinical research and
support shared decision-making.
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Health Care Solutions
DynaMed® This evidence-based clinical information
resource provides busy clinicians with the information they
need when, where and how they need it. It allows users to
stay current with the latest clinical evidence.
Dynamic Health™ This evidence-based tool is designed to
help nurses and allied health professionals master critical
skills, obtain fast answers and foster a culture of evidencebased practice leading to improved patient care.
MyHealthDecisions™ This robust collection of tools enables
patients and providers to have informed shared decisionmaking conversations leading to improved outcomes and
higher patient satisfaction.
Isabel Symptom Checker This allows members within your
health systems network to describe why they are seeking
care, explore evidence-based information and be directed
to the appropriate care.
DynaMed® and Micromedex® with Watson™ This seamlessly
combines the clinical expertise and curated content of
DynaMed with the comprehensive view into treatment
options, drug information and AI search capabilities of
IBM Micromedex®.
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Professional Services

Tap into the knowledge and
expertise of our professional
services team to help expand the
strength of your resources and
to ensure an optimal research
experience for end users.
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EBSCO Professional Services
Optimize the value of your information resources with
our team of experts. Through in-depth consultation,
assessment and implementation, our specialists
will collaborate with you to optimize research and
information workflows across R&D, decisions
support, competitive intelligence and more.
Professional Services
Let us become an extension of your team to optimize
outcomes and lessen your workload.
•

Professional Services Consultants – Skilled in
information applications and solution identification

•

Engagement Managers – Experienced
professionals offering training online and in person
to staff and end users

•

Implementation Managers – Project managers
that can streamline your platform launch and
promote usage

•

User Research – Experts at optimizing your user
experiences via user testing and established
best practices
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EBSCO Corporate
Solutions offers the tools
and resources to meet
the informational needs
of any organization.

Learn more about
EBSCO Corporate Solutions
www.ebsco.com/corporations
(978) 356-6500 or (800) 653-2726
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